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We study the intensity distribution of the A 2Δ-Χ2Π system of CH
molecule at 430 nm in a low pressure plasma jet. This system shows an over-
lap of vibrational bands with Δν = 0. By comparing simulated and experi-
mental emission spectra, we obtain rotational and vibrational temperatures
using Boltzmann plots or some thermometer functions. The thermometer .
functions are the integrated intensities of line-like transitions composed of
several rotational transitions. The result of the Boltzmann plots and the
thermometer functions method that we propose are in good agreement.

PACS numbers: 07.20.Dt, 52.70.Kz, 33.20.-t

1. Introduction

Applications of low temperature plasmas are of great importance: treatment
of exhaust gases [1], thin film deposition (a-C:H, diamond, graphite) [2, 3], hy-
drocarbon processing [4], and others. These plasmas present deviations from the
thermal equilibrium, and consequently, elaborate spectroscopic analyses are diffi-
cult to perform. Mostly, a high performance spectroscopic equipment is needed.
In this paper, the proposed method shows a good potential to be used as a simple
diagnostics. We use it for measuring temperatures in a low pressure hydrocarbon
plasma jet showing a small deviation from thermal equilibrium with temperatures
between 1000 and 6000 K.

2. Experimental set-up

The experimental set-up shown in Fig. 1is used for the preparation of thin
films. By varying macroscopic parameters like arc power, gas flow rates (Ar, C x Η ,
Η2), pressure, etc., deposition of diamond, graphite or amorphous carbon (a-C:H)
is possible.

(3)
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' In a wall-stabilised arc (cascade arc of the Maecker type) an argon plasma
is created at sub-atmospheric pressure [3] with a current of 20-100 A [5]. After
passing a nozzle the plasma expands in a deposition chamber at a significantly
lower pressure (10-1000 Pa) [6].

Due to a large pressure drop between the arc and the vessel the plasma
expands supersonically in the vacuum chamber. The plasma velocity increases up
to 4 km/s before a shock occurs after which the plasma flows subsonically at
velocities of 1 km/s [7].

At the anode side a methane flow is injected. It is dissociated and ionised
there by the argon arc plasma. The experimental conditions for the spectroscopic
study are those used for amorphous carbon films deposition: 100 scc/s Ar flow
rate, 4.44 scc/s CH 4 flow rate, vessel pressure 100 Pa, and arc current 50 A.

The optical system, described in more detail in Ref. [7], is formed by four
mirrors (Μ1—Μ4), three lenses (L1-L3), and a diaphragm. This system makes it
possible to shift the optical axis in a vertical and a parallel translation with respect
to the plasma jet. The plasma is imaged at the entrance slit of a monochroma-
tor (Czerny-Turner, 1 m THR 1000 of Jobin—Yvon), with 1200 lines/mm, and
a dispersion of 0.8 nm/mm at 500 nm. A Peltier cooled (-14.5°C) photo-diode
array (Reticon RL 1024S) consisting of 1025 photo-elements (25 μm width each)
is used as a detector. The system is calibrated using a tungsten ribbon lamp with
a known spectral intensity. A spectral region of about 20 nm can be registered in
1024 points. The background spectrum was registered with only argon-fed arc, at
the same other operational conditions. It gives us a zero-line by a point -by-point
subtraction of some weak Ar lines present at the examined spectral range so that
the proper signal for. further numerical processing can be established.
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3. Results

The experimental setting for amorphous carbon deposition are used. In
Fig. 2, both experimental and simulated spectra of the Α 2Δ—Χ 2Π transition of
CH are superposed.

The relative intensity of a rotational transition is given by

where we use the habitual spectroscopic notation; fv'v" takes into account the
Franck-Condon factors qv'v",  f00 is relative to the (0,0) band, G(ν) is the energy
of the vibrational level given by

where ω e is the vibrational frequency and ω e xe accounts for a deviation of the
oscillator from a harmonic oscillator, SN/N'' is the line strength (Ηonl-Lοndοn
factor) [8], F'(N) is the energy of the rotational level of the Α 2Δ, Tv is the vibra-
tional temperature and TR is the rotational temperature. In the case of doublet
states, each rotational level is divided into two principal energy levels; for the 217
state, each level splits in two sublevels (noted c and d); this is called the Λ-type
doubling. The energetic terms corresponding to the two groups of principal levels
are given by

with Ν = J + 1/2 for F1 and Ν = J -1/2 for F2. The terms used in formulae (3a)
and (3b) are the following:
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represent the spin doubling. The energetic terms taking into account the Λ-type
doubling in the 2Π state are the following:

(we neglect the Λ-type doubling in the 2Δ state). The term K(N) is given by

where αn = 0.0016980014, b = -0.047615718, c = 0.46444479, d = —0.955203, are
generated by Koulidiati et al. [9] for large rotations because of the errors induced
by the constants qi and νi that are calculated with the ten first rotational numbers.
The molecular constants used in the simulation are taken from Phillips [10] and
Herzberg [11, 12]. The procedure of simulation is described in Ref. [13].

The results concerning the calculation of wavelengths are in good accordance
with experimental values of Fagerhölm [14] , Gerö [15] and Bembenek et al. [16]. An
analysis of the simulated spectrum shows that some spectral lines (10 < N < 24)
are well isolated and can be therefore used as "thermometric lines". The integrated
intensities of these thermometric lines can be deduced from Table I. The method
that we propose does not rely on very well-isolated individual spectral lines. The
only requirement is to know the exact positions of both red and violet wing limits of
the lines. Moreover, they can be simple or complex but it changes nothing because
only integrated relative line intensities are needed. Some of these thermometric
lines from 420 to 440 nm are shown in Fig. 2.

When plotting a function of ln(I(V'V"N'N")/SN'NII) versus F'(N) for the
rotational levels of the A2Δ level the rotational temperature can be deduced as is
shown in Fig. 3, where I(V'V"N'N") is the integrated intensity of the thermo-
metric lines and SNIN" is the sum of the Ηönl—Lοndοn factors of the constituting
rotational levels.
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The rotational temperatures are calculated using the evolution of the ther-
mometric lines as a function of temperature, as shown in Fig. 4. In such a way,
we obtain the so-called thermometric functions which are integrated intensities of
line-like transitions composed of several rotational transitions. The procedure for
the temperature calculations of Tv and TR are fully automated. Thus only the
integrated intensities are needed to calculate the temperatures with a simple pro-
gram. The coefficients of the polynomial curves of the thermometric functions are
given in Table Π. In Figs. 5, 6 and 7 the results are summarised for Tv and TR ,

with and without Abel inversion of the lateral data, and as a function of radial
and axial position. All thermometric functions are used. For the determination of
Τv one of the curves corresponds to the full Q(2,2) integrated intensity while the
other one represents the violet half part of the integrated Q(2,2) intensity. Using
the violet half part of the Q(2,2) head avoids possible errors introduced by the
complex composition of the red P branch overlapping the system.

4. Discussion and conclusion

Neglecting the lambda doubling in the A 2Δ state and the predissociation
do not influence the quality of the calculations of the relative intensities. The
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simulation of the mοlecular spectra is done in the intermediate Hund case (a)
and (b) with the assumption of the thermal equilibrium.

The choice of the red and violet limits of the thermometric lines as well
as the continuum background need a careful attention. The result obtained by
the Boltzmann method, which gives rotational temperatures of 2900-3500 I{ for
different axial and radial positions, shows the Boltzmann distribution of rotational
levels. The results obtained by the thermometric method show a small deviation
from the equilibrium between the vibrational and rotational temperatures. The
vibrational temperature is assumed to be close to the electron temperature and
the rotational temperature equals the gas temperature. The temperature obtained
by the two methods, the `Boltzmann" method and the "thermometer" method, are
similar, justifying the proposed diagnostics method of the thermometric functions.
When the measurements are done near the nozzle exit in the supersonic region of
the plasma jet the CH emission are expected to cone mainly from the edge of the
plasma. Therefore, for a more reliable diagnostic along the flow, it is necessary to
Abel-invert the experimental data before further processing.

We conclude that the method of thermometric functions for the determina -

tion of Τρ. and Tv is accurate and convenient because no complex high
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resolution optical system is required. It is therefore also applicable in industrial
conditions.
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